
Senior Business Analyst

Toronto, ON
Permanent
What is the opportunity?
You will be responsible for business analysis activities on medium to large size projects. You will demonstrate advanced
knowledge and ability, and can apply the competency in new or complex situations and guides other professionals. You will be
responsible for execution of all aspects of requirements delivery- planning, elicitation, analysis and documentation, management,
and support - for changes to Business Areas and Technology.

What will you do?

Perform requirements stakeholder analysis to identify impacted or influencing groups and stakeholder requirements
responsibilities
Develop plans and accurate estimates for completion of requirements, continuously improving the level of detail and
accuracy of estimates
Manage risks, assumptions and constraints for requirements, and communicate to appropriate parties
Facilitate collaborative sessions with large and diverse business stakeholder groups to drive requirements discovery,
analysis, and review
Partner with 3rd party vendors to ensure that the vendor requirements documentation
Build and maintain a repository of reusable requirements documentation to support future initiatives, following the enterprise
standards
Prepare requirements for review applying various communication techniques and lead requirements walkthrough and sign
off sessions
Apply advanced coverage analysis techniques to ensure relationship between scope, detailed requirements, and testing
through to implementation
Provide guidance and support to build the capabilities of the junior BAs

What do you need to succeed?
Must-have

5+yrs of experience working on large projects
A Bachelorâ€™s degree in a related field of study
Exceptional communication skills
Experience working on Digital projects
Proven experience with Agile delivery methodology
Requirements elicitation techniques such as Document analysis, Interviews, Facilitated workshops, Observation,
Prototyping, Focus groups, Surveys

Nice-to-have

Knowledge of JIRA/Confluence tools
Certified Business Analysis Professional (CBAP) or Project Management Institute â€“Professional in Business Analysis
Certification (PMI â€“ PBA)
Masters Certificate in Business Analysis

Whatâ€™s in it for you?
We thrive on the challenge to be our best, progressive thinking to keep growing, and working together to deliver trusted advice to
help our clients thrive and communities prosper. We care about each other, reaching our potential, making a difference to our
communities, and achieving success that is mutual.

Ability to make a difference and lasting impact
Work in a dynamic, collaborative, progressive, and high-performing team
Opportunities to do challenging work


